Alpine Space
MEET & MATCH forum
Together we move mountains!
21-22 March 2017 | Milan | Italy
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Half-way into the 2014-2020
period, the Interreg Alpine Space
programme takes you on a hike to
move mountains together!
Walk with us! At the forum you have the opportunity to:
identify and discuss Alpine challenges,
learn about existing solutions,
bring in your expertise, and
meet partners to develop new projects.
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MEET & MATCH forum

Tuesday 21 March
09:30

Registration

10:45

Welcome & introduction
Moderation: Igor Evgen Bergant, TV-journalist
Fabrizio Sala, Regione Lombardia Vice-President (tbc),
Welcome and framework of the event

Looking out at the mountain range: what do you see?
Marco Onida, Directorate General for Regional and Urban Policy,
European Commission
European cooperation post 2020 and macro-regional strategies
Keynote: Eric-Jan Kaak, IcoSense GmbH,
Manage work – not workers. How to organise for complexity
Discussion
Christina Bauer, Managing Authority, Interreg Alpine Space programme
Are you ready to move mountains together?

12:30

Lunch

14:00

Name your mountains!
Join one of the seven thematic sessions!
Ongoing Interreg Alpine Space projects, EUSALP Action Groups and the
programme will give insights on the status of their work in each thematic area
and on needs for action:
A - Framework conditions for innovation
B - Services of general interest in a changing society
C - Transnationally integrated low carbon policy
D - Low carbon mobility and transport
E - Cultural and natural heritage valorisation
F - Conservation and ecological connectivity of ecosystems
G - Multilevel and transnational governance
Take part in the discussion of the identified needs, and name additional Alpine
challenges and issues.

15:30
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Coffee break
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16:00

At the basecamp: preparing for the hike
Back in the plenary, this session features projects which present good practices in
project generation and management.
Alice Labadini, EURAC Research, AlpES project
Jacques Bersier, University of Applied Sciences of Western Switzerland,
S3-4AlpClusters project
Cristina Cavicchioli, RSE - Ricerca sul Sistema Energetico spa, e-MOTICON project

16:30

Choosing the path: mountains can be moved in different ways
Keynote: Anders Bergström, Policy Area Coordinator “Education” and Horizontal
Action Coordinator “Capacity” within the EU Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region
Turn your idea into a flagship: how to impact policies
Discussion
Project partners tell about their experience:
Annalisa Cevasco, Development Agency GAL Genovese, GaYa project
Patrick Biard, Rhônalpénergie Environnement, CaSCo,
GREENCYCLE and IMEAS projects

17:30

End

19:30

Networking “aperitivo milanese” (light dinner)
Please find all information on page 9
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MEET & MATCH forum

Wednesday 22 March
09:00

At the hut: feedback and preparation for the last ascent
Thematic session moderators
What we heard on day 1 at the “Name your mountains!” sessions
Thomas Fleury, Joint Secretariat, Interreg Alpine Space programme
What you need to know to move mountains: information on project generation
and the third call for project proposals

10:00

Coffee break

10:30

Move your mountains together!
Seven thematic sessions
Present and hear about project ideas, meet partners sharing the same thematic
interests as you, discuss ideas for future projects.
A - Framework conditions for innovation
B - Services of general interest in a changing society
C - Transnationally integrated low carbon policy
D - Low carbon mobility and transport
E - Cultural and natural heritage valorisation
F - Conservation and ecological connectivity of ecosystems
G - Multilevel and transnational governance

12:00

At the top: achievements and perspectives
Adriana May, Interreg Alpine Space programme and
Peter Eggensberger, EUSALP
The programme and EUSALP answer your questions
Christina Bauer, Interreg Alpine Space programme
What’s next? Conclusion and closing words

13:00
to

14:00
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Lunch and departure
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Notes
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MEET & MATCH forum

Venue
Regione Lombardia
Palazzo Lombardia
Entrance N4, Via Melchiorre Gioia 39
20124 Milan.
Emergency contact: 0049 173 8504163

Session rooms
Sessions

Room name

Plenary sessions
Lunchs and coffee breaks

Biagi
Sala 1

Floor
1
1

Biagi
Sala 4
Sala 10
AR.02.34
Sala 5, Solesin
AR.03.34
AR.04.34

1
1
8
2
1
3
4

Thematic sessions on Day 1 and 2
A - Framework conditions for innovation
B - Services of general interest in a changing society
C - Transnationally integrated low carbon policy
D - Low carbon mobility and transport
E - Cultural and natural heritage valorisation
F - Conservation and ecological connectivity of ecosystems
G - Multilevel and transnational governance
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How to get to the dinner?
The Lombardy Region hosts the dinner (for registered guests)
on 21 March at 19h30, on the 31st floor of Palazzo Pirelli.
Entrance is in Fabio Filzi street, 22 (5 minutes’ walk from
Palazzo Lombardia and in front of the central station).
You will need to sign the participant list and go through a
security check. Please don’t forget your badge and ID
documents.
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Palazzo Lombardia
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Central Station
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Palazzo Pirelli
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Greening
The MEET & MATCH forum organisers are actively
working on minimising the environmental impact of this
event through the following measures:
Participants have been encouraged to limit the environmental impact during their journey/stay and to offset the
carbon emissions from travelling;
The catering service provider uses reusable dishes and
cutlery, which will be washed with biodegradable soap;
No food waste will be produced, leftover food will be
donated to a local non-profit organisation;
All ingredients used will be produced locally (km 0);
All event-related communication with the participants is
sent electronically in order to minimise paper usage;
This booklet, workshops paper materials, signs and
posters have been produced on recycled paper;
Participant badges are printed on recycled paper and the
badge holders are reused;
No specific MEET & MATCH forum gadgets have been
produced by the event organisers.
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About
The Interreg Alpine Space programme is the EU transnational cooperation
programme for the Alps. Partners from the seven Alpine countries work together
to promote regional development in a sustainable way. In the period 2014-2020,
the programme co-finances projects in the following four priorities: Innovative
Alpine Space, Low Carbon Alpine Space, Liveable Alpine Space and Well-governed Alpine Space. Currently 33 projects are being co-financed.
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www.alpine-space.eu
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